
Geography Curriculum

Autumn 1
7 weeks

Autumn 2
7 weeks

Spring 1
6 weeks

Spring 2
6 weeks

Summer 1
6 weeks

Roll over
7 weeks

Yr 7 Geography and You!
Understanding the core
principles of geography

Scale
physical world

Place and space
Human environments

Cultural understanding

Maps and mapping
Communication through maps.

Interpret Ordnance Survey
maps

Scale
Place and space

Amazing Asia
Investigation in the the diversity

of the continent

physical world
Place and space

Human environments
Cultural understanding

Globalisation
The e�ects of the fashion

industry on a local and global
scale

Interdependence
Human environments

Cultural understanding

What shapes our nation?
Physical landscapes of the UK
Coasts, Rivers and Glaciated

landscapes

Physical world
Place and space

Ecosystem
Investigation into tropical

rainforest and deforestation in
Costa Rica

Physical world
Interdependence

Human environments

links Build on: KS2
-Locational knowledge
-Local and international
-develop geographical
understanding through
di�erent lenses

Build on: KS2
-map skills
-compass (8-16point)
-OS map reading
-global maps/atlases

Build on: KS2
- country/location investigation
- introduce climate graphs
- concept of biomes

Foundation concept:
- Development
- globalisation
- global connections
- ethical treatment

Build on: KS2
- KS2 rivers and coasts
- introduce Glaciation concept
- locational knowledge UK

Foundation concept:
-ecosystem (sequencing)
-revisiting location investigation
-critical evaluation of
stakeholders
-problem solving

Yr8 Weather and climate
They systems that create our
wild weather and long term

climate

Microclimate fieldwork

Physical world
Place and space
Interdependence

Human environments
Cultural understanding

Climate change
4.5 billion years of changing
climates, what does this term

mean for present day
societies?

Scale
Physical world

Interdependence
Human environments

Exploring Africa
Investigation in the the diversity

of the human and physical
geography of the continent

physical world
Place and space

Human environments
Cultural understanding

Population
Expanding numbers and the

impacts on the planet.
Why do people choose to live

where they do?

Place and space
Interdependence

Human environments
Cultural understanding

Resource management
Water, food and energy

investigation into the resources
required to sustain human life

physical world
Place and space
Interdependence

Human environments

Glaciation
How has ice shaped our

landscapes in the UK

Physical world
Place and space

Urban fieldwork
Urbanisation and regeneration

of Kings Cross

Place and space
Human environments

Cultural understanding

Links Foundation concept:
-links with locations
-why the UK gets the weather
it does
- atmospheric concepts

Foundation concept:
-revisits themes in weather
and climate unit
-sequenced so that knowledge
can be easily linked between
terms

Revisit: Yr7
-location investigation
-climate information/comparison
-address common
misconceptions

Revist and build on: Yr7
- Globalisation
- develop depth, push and pull
factors, overpopulation,
migration.

Revist and build on: Yr7
-globalisation
-population
-Locational knowledge UK

Revisit and build on:Yr7
-yr7 what shapes our nation?
- greater focus on developing
depth in concept.

Yr9 Tectonic hazards
What causes earthquakes,
volcanoes and tsunamis?

How have humans adapted
to live with natural hazards?

Scale

International
development

Global inequalities and
solutions to reduce the

development gap.
Place and space

Russia
Investigation in the the diversity

of the human and physical
geography

physical world

Geography of health
and crime

How do people use maps and
data to track, monitor and

reduce crime
Scale

Issues evaluation
How does air pollution a�ect the

local area?

Physical world
Place and space

Coastal landscapes
AQA

Processes and features which
shape the coasts in the UK

Physical world



physical world
Place and space

Human environments

Interdependence
Human environments

Cultural understanding

Place and space
Human environments

Cultural understanding

Place and space
Interdependence

Human environments
Cultural understanding

Fieldwork - measuring pollution Place and space
Maps and mapping

(Summer)
Communication through maps.

Interpret Ordnance Survey
maps
Scale

Place and space

links Foundation concept:
-continental drift
-tectonic plates
-revisit location knowledge
through case studies
- sequencing

Revisit
- Globalisation
- develop global inequalities
- problem solving
- locational studies

Revisit
-location investigation
-climate information/comparison
-address common
misconceptions

Foundation concept:
-using GIS
-spatial patterns and trends
-investigate local area.

Revist and build on:
-maps skills
-local knowledge
-problem solving
-fieldwork strands (6)

Revist and build on: KS3
-UK landscapes
-sequencing process

GCSE
Coastal and River

landscapes in the UK cont.
● UK has a range of diverse

landscapes.
● The coast is shaped by

several physical processes.
● Distinctive coastal landforms

are the result of rock type,
structure, and physical
processes.

● Di�erent management
strategies can be used to
protect coastlines from the
e�ects of physical
processes.The shape of river
valleys changes as rivers flow
downstream.

● Distinctive fluvial landforms
result from di�erent physical
processes.

● Di�erent management
strategies can be used to
protect river landscapes from
the e�ects of flooding.

Physical world Place
and space

Interdependence

Urban issues and challenges
● A growing percentage of the

world’s population lives in
urban areas.

● Urban growth creates
opportunities and challenges
for cities in LICs and NEEs.

● Urban change in cities in the

The living world
● Ecosystems exist at a range of

scales and involve the
interaction between biotic and
abiotic components.

● Tropical rainforest ecosystems
have a range of distinctive
characteristics.

● Deforestation has economic
and environmental impacts.

● Tropical rainforests need to be
managed to be sustainable.

● Hot desert ecosystems have a
range of distinctive
characteristics, Development
of hot desert environments
creates opportunities and
challenges, Areas on the fringe
of hot deserts are at risk of
desertification.

Physical world Place
and space

Interdependence

The challenge of natural
hazards

● Natural hazards pose major
risks to people and property.

● Earthquakes and volcanic
eruptions are the result of
physical processes

● The e�ects of, and responses
to, a tectonic hazard vary
between areas of contrasting

The challenge of natural
hazards cont.

● Tropical storms (hurricanes,
cyclones, typhoons) develop as a
result of particular physical
conditions

● Tropical storms have significant
e�ects on people and the
environment.

● The UK is a�ected by a number
of weather hazards.

● Extreme weather events in the
UK have impacts on human
activity.

● Climate change is the result of
natural and human factors, and
has a range of e�ects

● Managing climate change
involves both mitigation
(reducing causes) and
adaptation (responding to
change).

Physical world Place
and space Interdependence

Human environments

The changing economic world
● There are global variations in

economic development and
quality of life.

● Various strategies exist for
reducing the global development
gap.

● Some LICs and NEEs are
experiencing rapid economic
development which leads to

The changing economic world
cont.

● Major changes in the economy
of the UK have a�ected, and
will continue to a�ect,
employment patterns and
regional growth.

Scale
Place and space

Interdependence Human
environments Cultural

understanding

The challenge of resource
management

● Food, water and energy are
fundamental to human
development.

● The changing demand and
provision of resources in the UK
create opportunities and
challenges.

● Demand for food resources is
rising globally but supply can
be insecure, which may lead to
conflict.

● Di�erent strategies can be used
to increase food supply.

Physical world Place
and space Interdependence

Human environments

Issue evaluation - Pre release
● Critical thinking around a

contemporary issue
● Geographical skills
● Human And physical geography
● Synoptic links
● Booklet released 12 weeks before

the exam

Scale physical
world Place and

space Interdependence
Human environments

Cultural understanding

Exams
Dates:
Paper 1
Paper 2
Paper 3



UK leads to a variety of
social, economic, and
environmental opportunities
and challenges.

● Urban sustainability requires
management of resources
and transport.

Scale
Place and space

Interdependence Human
environments Cultural

understanding

levels of wealth.
● Management can reduce the

e�ects of a tectonic hazard.
● Global atmospheric circulation

helps to determine patterns of
weather and climate.

significant social, environmental,
and cultural change.

Scale
Place and space

Interdependence Human
environments Cultural

understanding

Geographic themes:

● The physical world: the land, water, air and ecological system; landscapes; and the processes that bring them about and change them.
● Human environments: societies, communities and the human processes involved in understanding work, home, consumption and leisure – and how places are made.
● Interdependence: crucially, linking the physical world and human environments and understanding the concept of sustainable development.
● Place and space: recognising similarities and di�erences across the world and developing knowledge and understanding of location, interconnectedness and spatial patterns.
● Scale: the ‘zoom lens’ through which the subject matter is ‘seen’, and the significance of local, regional, national, international and global perspectives.
● Cultural understanding: using their own images, experiences, meanings and questions; ‘reaching out’ to children and young people as active agents in their learning.

______________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________

Expectations of yr7 learners prior knowledge: (KS2 national curriculum)

Locational knowledge
● locate the world’s countries, using maps to focus on Europe (including the location of Russia) and North and South America, concentrating on their environmental regions, key physical and human characteristics,

countries, and major cities
● name and locate counties and cities of the United Kingdom, geographical regions and their identifying human and physical characteristics, key topographical features (including hills, mountains, coasts and

rivers), and land-use patterns; and understand how some of these aspects have changed over time
● identify the position and significance of latitude, longitude, Equator, Northern Hemisphere, Southern Hemisphere, the Tropics of Cancer and Capricorn, Arctic and Antarctic Circle, the Prime/Greenwich Meridian

and time zones (including day and night)
Place knowledge

● understand geographical similarities and di�erences through the study of human and physical geography of a region of the United Kingdom, a region in a European country, and a region within North or South
America

Human and physical geography
● physical geography, including: climate zones, biomes and vegetation belts, rivers, mountains, volcanoes and earthquakes, and the water cycle
● human geography, including: types of settlement and land use, economic activity including trade links, and the distribution of natural resources including energy, food, minerals and water

Geographical skills and fieldwork
● use maps, atlases, globes and digital/computer mapping to locate countries and describe features studied
● use the eight points of a compass, four and six-figure grid references, symbols and key (including the use of Ordnance Survey maps) to build their knowledge of the United Kingdom and the wider world
● use fieldwork to observe, measure, record and present the human and physical features in the local area using a range of methods, including sketch maps, plans and graphs, and digital technologies.


